The comparison of retention behaviour of imidazoline and serotonin receptor ligands in non-aqueous hydrophilic interaction chromatography and supercritical fluid chromatography.
This work presents an investigation of retention characteristics of imidazoline and serotonin receptor ligands in non-aqueous hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (NA-HILIC) and supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC). The separation has been carried out by using methanol as a mobile phase modifier with addition of two types of additives (NH4HCOO; NH4HCOO/HCOOH) and two different stationary phases (diol; mixed-mode diol). The selectivity characteristics were observed based on S-factors, logk-logk plots and radar plots. NA-HILIC vs. SFC retention of tested compounds was also described by considering the molecular properties of the analytes within the LSER analysis. The differences between SFC vs. NA-HILIC retention of imidazoline and serotonin receptor ligands grow with the acid addition to a mobile phase, noticeably on mixed-mode diol stationary phase (S ≥ 87). In addition, the good selectivity performances of the certain NA-HILIC and SFC conditions were confirmed by good separation of structurally related compounds (α ≥ 2). The molecular basis of NA-HILIC and SFC retention were explained by using Abraham's equation. The dominant analyte descriptors influencing retention were hydrogen bonding and dipolar interactions. The current study will present the theory, and discuss the applicability within the SFC vs. NA-HILIC regimes. In this way, it was provided the placing of two relatively new methods (SFC, NA-HILIC) in the map of modern analytical chromatography in terms of the pharmaceutical analysis.